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Rdsumd. Une source d'ions de recut, de~tinde h la rdalisation d'expdriences de collisions d'ions

multichargd~ de trb~ ba~se dnergie, a dtd mise au point et test6e sur la SME (Sortie h Moyenne
Energie) du GANIL (Grand Accdldrateur National d'lon~ Lourds). L'efficacitd des faisceaux de la

SME pour la production d'ions de recut d'argon de hauts dtats de charge est mise en Evidence (plus
de 10~ ions Ar'~+ obtenus par seconde pour un faisceau d'ions projectiles de 300 nA d'ions

Xe~~ + de 4,7 MeV/A). II est de plus ddmontrd que le~ faisceaux produits par cette source peuvent
Etre ddcdldrds jusqu'h des Energies de l'ordre de quelques qev sans perte importante d'intensitd ni

de qualitd.

Abstract, A recoil ion source, devoted to the production of very low energy multicharged ion

beams which are of interest for charge exchange experiments, has been designed and tested at the

SME (medium energy facility) of GANIL (heavy ion accelerator in Caen, France). The efficiency

of SME beams for the production of high charge-states of argon recoil ions i~ demonstrated (more

than 10~Ar'~+ions/s obtained with a 300nA4.7MeV/A Xe~+ projectile ion beam). It is

shown furthermore that these beams may be decelerated down to energies of some qev without

dramatic loss of intensity and quality.

Introduction.

Experimental results about charge exchange collisions at very low energy between mul-

ticharged ions and neutral targets deserve interest, not only from a fundamental point of view,

but also for possible applications in the domains of astrophysical and fusion plasmas [1, 2].

Such results are relatively scarce, owing to the fact that production and handling of very low

energy multicharged ion beams still constitute an experimental challenge. Concurrently to the

method which consists in slowing down ion beams extracted from conventional (ECR or EBIS)

electron impact ion sources, recoil ion sources (RIS) have been operated at several heavy ion
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accelerators. RIS make use of a swift multicharged heavy ion beam to ionize the atoms or

molecules of a gas-target and have been demonstrated to be efficient devices for the production
of low energy multicharged ion beams with reasonable energy dispersion [3-7]. A swift

multicharged heavy ion reveals indeed to be very efficient for stripping, in a single collision, a

large number of electrons from a neutral target atom while imparting only a very small quantity
of energy to its nucleus.

The ionization efficiency of accelerated heavy ions lies in the combined effects of their high
charge-states and high velocities. The former insures efficient ionization of outer electrons of

the target atom while the latter provides the possibility of inner shell ionizations further

completed by Auger decay of the resulting excited ion. Low energy accelerators, such as Van

de Graaf tandems which deliver ion beams in the MeV/A energy range, have been used

successfully for the production of high charge-states of light elements like neon [4]. These

accelerators revealed however deceiving for the production of highly charged recoil ions of

argon. The velocities of their heavy ion beams are indeed too low to permit efficient hole

creation in argon K-shell. Higher energy accelerators have of course been used and have

proved, in principle, their efficiency for the production of high charge-state recoil ions for

heavier elements. These have been Unilac at Darmstadt [8], Super Hilac at Berkeley [9] or

GANIL at Caen [10], promising estimations have also been done concerning SIS-ESR at

Darmstadt [I II- Nevertheless, an experimental program for the study of low energy collisions

appears to be rather time consuming and hardly compatible with the saturated time schedule of

such machines.

At GANIL however, the medium energy facility (SME) provides since 1990 intense beams

ranging from m14MeV/A argon to
m =

4 MeV/A uranium ions. These beams are fully
dedicated to atomic and solid-state physics and seem furthermore to be very well suited for the

stripping of argon atoms. These are the reasons which have motivated our interest for the

design of a new RIS adapted to this facility.
We present in this paper a description of the source and the results of tests which were

performed at SME. These tests were mainly devoted to the evaluation of available intensities,

energy dispersions and optical qualities of the RIS beams. The conditions upon which such

beams may be slowed down are artalysed in detail.

1. Experimental set-up.

The experimental set-up used (Fig. consists in the RIS itself, completed by a set of detectors

which allow the characterization of the extracted beam. The whole set-up, source plus
detectors, is placed in a vacuum chamber which can be connected either to the GANIL beam

line, or to an electron gun for
«

off line
» test experiments.

1.I THE RECOIL ION SOURCE. Production of the recoil ions is performed by sending the

projectile beam (parallel to the Oy direction of Fig. II through a gas cell from which a weak

electric field (parallel to the Oz direction) extracts the recoil ion beam. This beam is then

accelerated and focused in order to allow a good charge-state separation by the charge analysis
device. The extracting and accelerating electric fields communicate to ions of charge q and

mass ni, velocities which are proportional to the square root of their q/m ratio. Charge-state
analysis is then performed by a Wien-filter (WF) which is a velocity selective device. The

charge-state selected ion beam may at last be decelerated to the desired energy value by mean

of a retarding electric field.

I,I,I Production und e,itiaction. The production of recoil ions takes place in a flat

cylindrical differentially pumped gas cell. Two opposite 5 mm diameter holes permit the
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Fig. I. Scheme of the experimental set-up.

passage of the projectile ion beam along a diameter of the cell, gas feeding and pressure

measurements are performed through two different pipes also connected to the cell. The two

insulated end caps of the cell, distant of 9 mm, constitute electrodes which, respectively biased

to potentials Vi and V~ (with Vi
~

V~), allow to apply the extracting electric field (a few

V/cm). Extraction thus occurs, perpendicularly to the projectile beam direction, at-the centre of

the cap at potential V~, through a 3 mm diameter hole. The quantity Vj-V~ will hereafter be

referred to as «
extraction voltage », while the quantity Vo

=

(V + V~ )/2 will be referred to as

« mean acceleration voltage
».

I,1.2 Acceleiation and focusing. Beam acceleration is ensured by a set of five 90 mm

diameter mm thick plates. These plates are connected by a chain of resistors which allow to

uniformly divide the accelerating voltage V~ over the acceleration region. Three additional

plates, among which the two extremes are grounded while the middle one is biased to a

potential V~, constitute a focusing Einzel-lens. In order to minimize fringing effects, the holes

opened through the plates for the passage of the ion beam are covered with 90 9l transparency
nickel meshes, at each place in the experimental set-up where their position along the beam

axis corresponds with a gradient of the electric field (except of course for the Einzel-lens).
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1.1.3 Chaige-state selection. The ion beam is submitted in the WF to both an electric field

E and a magnetic field B (respectively parallel to the Off- and Oj, directions ). An ion of velocity

v and charge q will then feel, along the electric field direction, a force q(E vB) which

vanishes for a given velocity, provided that proper values of E and B are chosen. In the present

case, the magnetic field is fixed and created by two 97 mm long, 30 mm wide permanent

magnets which allow to reach a mean field value of 0. T across a 20 mm gap. The electric

field is created by two 97 mm long 18 mm wide plates, distant of 30 mm and symetrically
biased to ± V

~
in order to keep the axis of the filter at zero potential. The active length of the

WF is limited by two soft iron rings Dj and D~. A slit (2 mm width), parallel to the magnetic
field, placed at 30 mm behind the output of the WF, allows to select the desired charge state.

1.1.4 Final enei,qy adjustment. Final energy adjustment consists in decelerating the

charge-state selected beai~. This is done over a distance of 50 mm by the mean of a retarding
electric field, this field is produced by six plates which are connected by a chain of resistors

allowing to uniformly divide the decelerating voltage V~.

1.2 THE DETECTORS. Two detectors are used in order to determine the intensity, the size

and the divergence of the produced ion beam.

. A Faraday cup, equipped with a biased guard-ring, can be inserted between the output of

the WF and the entrance of the decelerating stage, it allows to measure the absolute intensity of

the charge-state selected beam before deceleration.

. A position sensitive detector (PSD) [12], made of a set of two microchannel plates (MCP)

followed by a resistive anode, allows both to count the ions behind the deceleration stage and

to localize their impact with a resolution of the order of 100 ~Lm providing thus the intensity
and the shape of the beam. As the distance between this PSD and the output of the ion source

may be varied, information can furthermore be obtained on the divergence of the beam.

The ions have of course to be re-accelerated in order to ensure a good efficiency of the MCP

detector, two additional plates are used for that purpose.

V~ or V~ voltages may at last be driven by a microcomputer which simultaneously allows to

record the counts of the MCP detector.

2. Performances of the RIS.

Accelerator experiments have been preceded by numerical simulations and experimental tests

using electrons issued from
a 2 kev electron gun as ionizing projectiles. They enabled us to

precisely define the ranges of acceleration V~ and lens V~ voltage values through which proper
charge-state selection and transport conditions of the RIS beam may be achieved.

Figure 2 demonstrates the effectiveness of the extraction and charge-state selection devices

for high charge-states of argon recoils, as well as the ionization efficiency of a 4.7 MeV/A
Xe~9+ projectile beam.

Tests presented hereafter were performed at GANIL/SME, they have consisted in studying
the influence on the intensities, shapes and energy dispersions of the obtained recoil ion

beams, of various parameters which are : the pressure of the gas in the production cell, the

extraction voltage Vj-V~ and the deceleration voltage V~.

2. I BEAM INTENSITY.

2. I. I Influence of gas target pressm.e. With increasing gas pressure in the target cell, the

probability for producing a recoil ion with a given charge-state is expected to increase, as well

as, due to electron capture, the probability for such an ion to have its charge state lowered

before being extracted.
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A very simple model allows to write the number N~ of extracted ions of charge

q, if one neglects the re-population of this charge-state by electron capture from higher charge

states :

N~=N~.«(,n.fj. (I -n.«(,f~)

where N~ is the number of projectile ions, «( and «( are respectively the total effective cross

sections for the production of a recoil ion of charge q and for electronic capture by such a

recoil ion from a neutral argon target, ii and f~ are respectively : the useful length of the gas
cell along the projectile beam axis and the mean distance along which the recoil ions travel

before leaving the cell, and fi is the number of target atoms per unit volume in the gas cell.

Such a relation describes a parabolic behaviour of N~ as a function of n with a maximum

occurring for It allows at least to expect the existence of a finite optimum pressure
2. «(, f~

for the production of each beam with a given charge-state.
Figure 3 displays the variations of extracted argon beam intensities versus gas pressure into

the cell. These intensities have been determined with the Faraday cup for charges

q
=

to 8 and with the MCP detector for charges q
=

4 to 15. Calibration of MCP

measurements with regard to Faraday cup measurements has been achieved using the results

for charges q =
4 to 8 which could be measured with both detectors. Operation of the MCP

detector is indeed limited to a maximum pressure in the cell of 4 x
10-3 Torr, beyond which

the residual pressure in the experimental chamber (~ 2 x 10~ ~ Torr ) gets too high to allow the

MCP detector to be switched on. For charge-states q ~
2, the existence of optimum pressures

for recoil ion production is clearly visible. One can notice that, in the frame of this model and

in spite of its roughness :
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Fig. 3. Beam intensities N (ions/s) versus gas pressure into the target cell (projectile beam 300 nA,

4.7MeV/A Xe~9+). Full squares: measurements performed with the Faraday cup, Open circle~:

measurements performed with the MCP detector.

. the positions of the observed maxima (') (in the 10~~-10~~ Torr range) are compatible
with realistic values of f~ (in the cm range) and «( (in the 10~ '~-10~ '~ cm~ range) ;

. the shift of the observed maxima towards lower pressures for increasing q values

qualitatively reflects, at least up to q =

8, the well known increase with q of «j values.

Figure 3 also allows to emphasize on the efficiency of the 4.7 MeV/A Xe39+ beam, which

provides more than 104 ArI5+ ions per second, by comparing it to the efficiency of the

30 MeV CIS+ beam used by the authors of reference [7], who quote 5 x
103 Ar6+ per second.

Captures which may occur from the residual gas along the transport path, will have different

consequences according to whether they occur in the equipotential region, whether they occur

during the extraction-acceleration stage. The ions for which a capture occurs in the

equipotential region will constitute a component of lower charge-state in a beam of selected

charge-state q, it will be shown further (see Sect. 2.3) that their number remains, in the percent

range of the total number of ions in the beam. Ions having captured an electron during the

acceleration stage will have different energies depending on the exact place at which the

capture occurred, these ions will then be spread over the whole energy spectrum and contribute

to a background appearing on spectra similar to the one displayed in figure 2. Such

(') It is worth in practice to notice that the observed maxima occur for pressure~ which are fully

compatible with sati~fying beam transport and MCP operating conditions.
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backgrounds have always been negligible, whatever the pressure used in the domain which has

been explored, probably due to a fast drop of gas pressure along the recoil ion beam path after

the output of the cell. At last, ions of charge q + having captured an electron in the extraction

region, very close to their production place, will have a charge q and an energy similar to ions

directly produced with charge q, except for a slight difference corresponding to the energy
gained during the charge exchange collision. Further experiments which will be described

elsewhere, have allowed us to observe such ions in a ratio of only a few per cent of the main

beam. Such a number of ions is actually to small to significatively perturb the energy
dispersion measurements described in section 2.3. It remains however important to keep in

mind the existence of such parasitic beams (having the same charge but not exactly the same

energy or the same energy but not the same charge as the main beam) even of low intensity,
since they can hinder future collision experiments making use of these beams except if

convenient experimental procedures are used.

2,1.2 Influence of e~itractiofi voltage. The recoil ion beam intensity has been determined

using the Faraday cup, for fixed gas pressure and incident ion flux, as a function of extraction

voltage Vi -V~. As shown in figure 4 the extraction efficiency, which drops of course for the

lowest extraction voltages, remain~ otherwise almost independent of extraction voltage. Such a

behaviour evidences the fact that for a sufficient extraction voltage all the produced ions are

extracted from the cell. The slight maxima observed around Vj-V~
=

5 V have already been

observed by the authors of reference [7] and attributed by them to residual lens effects

occurring, in spite of the presence of a grid at this place, at the passage through the extraction

hole of the production cell.

Variations entirely similar to the one displayed in figure 4 have been observed for different

gas pressures in the range
10~~ 3 x

10~~ Torr.

o~

Ar~~
I

10~ Ar~~

$I

11

lo? ~
Ar

t~~
_Ar~~

~

lo
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Fig.
4. -Beam
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ressure

into the cell 10-~ Torrj.
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2.2 DIVERGENCE, EMITTANCE AND BRIGHTNESS OF THE BEAM. The optical characteristics,

divergence, emittance and brightness, of the charge state analysed beam will be considered in

this paragraph. They are the one in which we are interested for further experiments making use

of this beam and may be estimated using the previously described PSD.

Due in particular to the astigmatic focusing properties of the Wien filter [13], it is actually

not possible to obtain a recoil ion beam focused exactly at the same point along

? axis in directions parallel to O,; an Oy. Already mentioned preliminary tests, as well as

verifications made during the experiment, have shown however that it was possible to find a

value of the lens potential for which every recoil ion beam with charge state higher than

q =

3 could be considered as reasonably focused in both directions somewhere between the

output of the WF and the point of closest approach of the detector which is situated at 135 mm

from this output. With a mean extraction voltage Vo
=

450 V these conditions are for instance

obtained for a V~ value of about 470 V.

The observed characteristic dimensions A-; and Aj' (fwhm) of recoil ion beams of charge

states q =

5, 10 and 14, determined at distances of 135, 235 and 335 mm from the output of

the Wien filter, are given in table I. Also given in this table are the divergences
AH, and AH, which may be deduced from these values.

Considering Aa. and Ay value~ obtained at 135 mm from the output of the WF as the size of

the focused beam (2) and using the determined divergences values, one can deduce upper
limits for the normalized transverse emittances defined as :

F,=7r.A~..AH,.V/c and F,=7r.Ay.AH,.V/c

where V is the longitudinal velocity of the recoil ion beam and c the speed of light [I]. The

corresponding values are given in table I.

Table I gives at last, according to the characteristic current I (particle.pA) obtained for each

charge state (see for instance Fig. 3), lower limits for the emittance normalized brightness

Br
=

I/E,. F,

Table I. Dimensions A, dir>ei,qefices AH, emittances
F arid h;illafices Br of Ar 5+, 10+ and

14+ beams ~piojectile beam 4.7 MeV/A Xe39+, Vi -V~
=

2 V, V~
=

449 V, V~
=

465 V,

V~
=

0).

Charge-state q 5+ 10+ 14+

AjA~ (135 mm) : fwhm mm ± 0.9/± 2. ± o.7/± 1.7 ± 0.6/± 1.9

AjA, (235 mm) fwhm mm ± 1.3/± 2.9 ± 1.4/= 2.5 ± 1.8/± 3

AjA~ (335 mm) fwhm mm ± 1.7/± 3.6 ± 2.1/± 3.2 ± 3/± 3.9

AH,/AH~ mrad ± 4/± 7.5 ± 7/± 7.5 ± 12/± 10

eje,:
qr mm mrad 1.25 x

10-~/5
x

10-~ 2.5 x
10-~/6

x
10~~ 4.5 x

10-~/10-2

Br : part, pA/(qr mm
mrad)2 1.6 x

104 4.8 x
10~ 16

j2) These values are actually in excess since the different beams are more or less focused in front of

this position.
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Divergences are observed to increase with charge state, AH, increasing even more rapidly
than AH~. This is not surprising, the optical characteristics of the beam are indeed expected to

evolve with charge-state in different ways along directions parallel to Oa. and Oy due to various

phenomena such as the anisotropy of recoil velocities (large recoil velocity component in the

xoz plan) [1, 14] and the chromaticity of the transport beam line.

2.3 ENERGY DISPERSION, SLOWING DOWN OF THE BEAM. Slowing down and determining
the energy dispersion of the beam are of course tightly bound problems : energy dispersion
limits indeed on the one hand the possibility of slowing down the beam, the slowing down

procedure provides us on the other hand with a way of determining the energy dispersion.

2.3.I Intensity of the decelerated beam. In order to analyse the energy dispersion of the

beam, the retarding field method has been used. The principle of the method consists in

detecting, for a -selected charge-state q, the number of ions reaching the MCP detector as a

function of increasing values of the deceleration voltage V~.
As long as V~ remains smaller than Vo, the intensity of the decelerated beam does not vary

significantly (Fig. 5). For V~
=

Vo, the number of counts suddenly decreases (3). This

decrease corresponds to the repulsion towards the WF of the ions of charge-state

q. For values of V~
~

Vo the recorded signal (less than 2 9l of the initial one in the particular

case of Fig. 5) corresponds to the MCP background plus the signal due to ions having
decreased their charge state by electron capture during the transport from the end of the

acceleration stage.

Ar

0 100 200 300 400 500

VD (Volts)

Fig. 5. -Number of Ar~+ recoil ions detected on the MCP detector versus deceleration voltage

V~ (V ~-V, 2 V, V,
=

449 Vi.

One observes actually (as it can be seen even more clearly in figure 8) that the decrease of

the beam intensity around V~
=

Vo has a certain width AVD from which the energy dispersion

q. AV~ of the beam can be obtained.

The three components of the observed recoil ion beam energy dispersions are expected to

be

. the energy dispersion introduced by the difference of extraction voltage across the width

(~) It is important to notice the fact that the V~ value for which half of the ions are repelled occurs

precisely for VD Vu (Fig. 5 and Fig. 8) since it attests for the good control which can be kept over the

beam energy even for the highest deceleration values.
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of the primary beam AE~,~ (with a primary beam width of 3 mm and an extraction field of

3 V/cm for instance, an energy dispersion of
m

0.9 qev is expected)

. the instrumental dispersion AEj including the effect of imperfect transport optic conditions

and the limited resolution of our energy analysis method ;

. the initial energy dispersion of the recoil ions AE~ which, if one neglects the thermal

energy of the target atoms, is due to the recoil energy imparted to the ions during the collision

in which they are created and increases with increasing recoil ion charge-state [14, lsl.

Experimental values of AV~ are given in figure 6 for charge-states q =

1, 10 and 14 of

argon, versus the extraction voltage Vj-V~. AV~ presents, for each charge-state, a linear

variation which may obviously be attributed to the proportionality of AE~~~ and V j-V~. The

observed slope, proportional to the diameter of the projectile beam used, depends on

q state. Adjustment of the counting rate of the detector is indeed performed by
«

cutting
»

into

the projectile beam emittance, smaller (resp. higher) beam diameters and thus slopes then

correspond to charge-states which are more (resp, less) abundant.

15

Ar

#g

>
~
~ x

0

0

Vi -V~ (volts)

Fig. 6.- Evolution of the width AVD of the deceleration curve veisu.I the extraction voltage
~-l/~, for various charge-states.

For each charge-state, extrapolation of AVD to Vj-V~
=

0 leads to the determination of

AE, + AE~. Previous experimental results [14] have shown that in the particular case of

Ar~+, AE~ may be considered as negligible. Extrapolation of AVD to Vj-V~~0 for

Ar~ + then provides an estimation of 1.6 qev for AEj. If we assume thi~ determination to be

valid for any charge-state, we obtain AE~ estimations of respectively 0.2 and 1.6 qev for

charges q =

10 and 14.

It does not exist, at our knowledge, experimental determinations of recoil energies which are
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directly comparable to these values. However, using on the one hand the recoil energies
obtained by Grandin et al. [14] with a projectile beam of 27 MeV/A Xe52+ ions, using on the

other hand the Zj/Ep variation law mentioned by Schlachter [16] for the dependence of recoil

energies on projectile charge Zp and energy Ep, one deduces values of 0, and 0.9 qev for the

mean recoil energies of charge-state 10 and 14. These values are perfectly consistent with the

AE~ values obtained in the present experiment if we consider AE~ to be equivalent to twice the

mean recoil energy.

2.3.2 Shape of the decelerated beam. It is worth at this point to wonder about the meaning
of the pattern observed on the position sensitive detector for such a decelerated re-accelerated

beam (Fig. II- As in fact the re-acceleration occurs on a distance which represents only 2/5 of

the length of the deceleration region, the re-acceleration time represents less than 15 9l of the

total time which separates the beginning of the deceleration from the detection time. The

pattern observed on the PSD may consequently be con~idered as a close image of the beam at

its point of lowest velocity.
Such patterns, obtained for an Arl~+ beam with a mean acceleration voltage Vii

=
450 V

(Vj
=

451V, V~
=

449 V) and six different values of V~ ranging from 0 to 455 V, are

displayed in figure 7.
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Fig. 7. Experimental profile~ (O,i direction) of a recoil ion beam, the ~elected charge-state is 15+, the

mean acceleration voltage Vu 450 V, the deceleration voltage v~ 0 V (a), 440 V (b), 449 V jc),

449.5 V id), 450 V je), 455 V (fl.
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Figure 8 shows the deceleration curve obtained for the same beams as explained previously.

From this deceleration curve a AV~ value of 4.5 V is deduced.

The following remarks arise from the simultaneous observation of the pattems of figure 7

and of the corresponding beam intensities in figure 8

440 445 450 455

V~ (Volts)

Fig. 8. Number of recoil ion~ detected i'ei.vu.<
deceleration voltage I/D, same beam as for figure 7.

. the beam observed in figure 7f no longer corresponds of course to Ar'5' ions but to ions

having changed their charge-state by electron capture the total number of these ions, once

deduced the background count of the MCP, amounts to about 10 % of the selected beam

. down to energies of about l0qeV the recoil ion beam may be slowed down without

appreciable loss of intentisy and deterioration of shape figures 7a, b

. for a more severe slowing down, the observed loss of intensity allows to limit the

broadening of the beam as observed from figures 7c, d, e.

The observation of a correct shape of the beam, even for the lowest energies, may be

attributed to the particular velocity distribution in the beam which is a consequence of the

initial non thermal recoil ion velocity distribution : the last ions to be rejected in the course of

the slowing down are indeed those which have the largest velocity components towards the

detector and thus small velocity components in directions perpendicular to the recoil ion beam

axis.

Conclusion.

We have designed and tested at GANIL/SME a recoil ion source which can deliver very low

energy beam~ of high charge-stage argon ions. The characteristics of these beams are such that

their use in low energy charge exchange collision experiments may be immediately

considered. These encouraging results are, for a large part, to be attributed to the excellent

quality of the projectile ion beams available at GANIL/SME. Improvements which are now

being brought to this accelerator will lead to increased intensities for the projectile beams and

allow to anticipate even higher performances of our apparatus.
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